RESIN

PANELS FOR COUNTERS,
WALL CLADDING
AND MORE

#MATERIALSFORDESIGN

Organic materials, cool metal or mellow textiles, all embedded in transparent resin
panels.
This innovative material offers considerable bespoke design possibilities.
We can insert material at multi-layer levels to create a three dimensional effect that
intensifies the visual depth, we can even make the backing layer opaque to create
fascinating room lighting design solutions.
And we have a multitude of surface texture finishes from high gloss to pearl effect!
If you can’t see what you want, let us know and maybe we can figure it out for you…
Call Innerspace Cheshire on 01270 625043 or mail samples@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
for speedy samples or further information.

Resin Panels - Silver Sticks

Organic
Acai

Bamboo Curry

Bamboo Green
Yellow

Bamboo Natural
Brown

Bamboo Orange

Beargrass

Birch

Blade

Coffee

Corn

Feather

Fern

Flowerfield

Jungle

Lavender

Leaves

Lollipop

Medley

Raffia

Savanna

Stem

Thai Green

Twigs Mix

Twigs White

Weed Green

Weed Red

Alu Lattice

Copper Sticks

Loop

Silver Sticks

Silver

Twist

Blue Wire

Crinkle Red

Drops

Drops Black

Ghost

Glitter Yellow

Matrix

Crinkle Black

Glimmer Gold

Glimmer Copper

Kano

Natal

Togo

Siam

Technical

GET SPECIFIC
Composition 	
Thickness
Dimensions
Sq. m per Panel
Weight
Suitability
Fire Rating

PETG with embedded material
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20 and 24mm. Minimum thickness depends on the embedded material
1,450 x 3,000mm standard. Other sizes available.
4.35 sq. m standard. Other sizes available.
1.27 g / cm3
Room dividers, wall panels, door leaves, shower partitions
EN 13501-1 B1 or B2 depending upon the embedded material

Options	For many of the embedded materials we offer a choice of one or two layers of
material
Six different surface finishes are available
Different surfaces can be selected for the front and back of panels
	High Gloss and Classic allow clear visibility, other alternatives are translucent and
offer a degree of privacy
	Different edge finishes are available. Edge banding protects the embedded material
from moisture at the edges
	Fade Out Decor is available. Especially suitable for inlays of natural materials it allows
the density of the inlay to fade out from one edge of the panel to another
A translucent layer can be added for use with backlighting
UV protection is possible for external use
Prefabrication is possible on request
	It is possible to make bespoke panels with your own materials. We will need to test
the material to ensure its suitability.
GET FITTING
Innerspace Design Panels are suited to all conventional processing techniques; sawing, drilling etc. Cold bending
and thermoforming is possible, depending on the embedded material.
GET CLEANING
The surface of Design Panel can be cleaned using a damp cloth.
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